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What's New In CMOSsave CMOSrest?
CMOSsave is a DOS utility for backing up the CMOS configuration. The settings stored in the CMOS is used by the BIOS to properly power on your computer. CMOSsave can read and write the CMOS settings to the local hard disk or to the floppy disk drive. When you save the settings to a floppy disk, you can use a utility to restore
them later on. CMOSrest is a utility for reading back the CMOS settings that are stored on the floppy disk. When a user loads CMOSrest, a menu will appear that displays the most recent backup that is saved on the floppy disk. If the user wants to restore a previous backup, he can select the backup that he wants to restore and a prompt will
appear. CMOSChk is a program for checking the CMOS configuration file for corrupted data. The purpose of CMOSChk is to detect corrupt CMOS files due to virus infections, DOS attacks or data corruption due to power surges. This utility runs through a special DOS compatible command, a special format string can be used to control
the number of times CMOSChk is run. CMOSChk will first ask you to insert the floppy disk containing the CMOS backup file and then run through the entire configuration file. System Requirements: In order for CMOSsave/CMOSrest to work, the computer must have a bootable floppy disk drive or a floppy disk drive with at least one
disk in it. However, if the CMOS configuration is damaged and corrupt, CMOSrest will not be able to restore it. Alternate Download: Do you want to try the newest version of CMOSsave/CMOSrest without installing it? Download the same files from one of our many mirrors or try our demo version. libogg - bitwise libogg documentation
libogg release 1.1.1 - 20101029 Bitwise Ogg bitwise functions operate on the integer parameters stream_page, stream_packet, and stream_info.
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System Requirements For CMOSsave CMOSrest:
- NVIDIA GeForce GTX 470 graphics card or better - OpenGL 3.0 (Shaders) capable graphics card - RAM: 4 GB - HD space: 3 GB - Windows 7 or newer *For Windows XP users, the game will not run unless you have the Microsoft DirectX 9.0c installed. *If your graphics card is not DirectX 9.0c compatible, you will need to turn off
hardware acceleration. *To turn off hardware acceleration, right click the desktop, select "Properties", go to the
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